


A Severely Unsettled Mind

My severely unsettled mind swims in negativity and 

foreboding. My future shut off… my past dominating…

My faith turning into simple wonder.

No certainty of vision.

Everything shaded by hope or lack thereof…

The only emotion that replaces hope is fear

…fear of loss.

Ego reigning to keep the grip on possessions as opposed to 

the bliss of letting go…

Detached…release from ownership: The real, spiritual 

power.

My low vibratory state oozes its destructive sludge 

into all. 

My remedy…laundry

Looking for a dark corner and invisibility only will work to a 

point. 

That’s when the reality of the situation swirl.

I tremble at the thought of walking that tight rope with no 

net for all this time.  

That will never change.

…and last night’s future search held one word in every 

compartment I looked.

Not regret, but the other R-word… RESENTMENT.

Everywhere I ran there it was. 

Trust and Faith became intangible, like imagined ghosts.

Only the TRUTH remained.

The opposite of a summer breeze…

Harder than uncut diamond…

But nevertheless, as real as my loneliness…



No one that listens so I cry alone 
My truth, clearly spoken ignored
Generosity, given freely never to return
The pain of childhood repeats in earnest
Elusive is simple acceptance in games of love
The illusion of woe summoned by a heavy heart
Opinions born of cynicism are worn like a crown
My spirit grows weak from the energy drain
Envy of imagined adversaries quicken defeat
Powerless to slow the inevitable descent
To the land where apologies appear in lieu of the 
request
Real dreams transformed into ash…



The silliness drained from me
On this day sucked dry 

by the Oppression of both 
Sweltering Heat and cold response

My being screams “release”
To be by your side

When all that I crave is, 
In a literal way 

Too expensive, too elusive,
Just out of reach …

Denied even …
The curling up becomes the way

The settling.
The anticipated sour taste

Of the mundane becomes real

The patient search for a fallen star to catch
like opening the faucet for water

And finding only sand…no cleansing

So, I choose to starve, to thirst
Dry desert sand or buried wasteland lies in my wake

Stretched before me and abroad…
I begin the long journey of no expectations

One day I will let go…



The Great Mother closes her eye upon me. Banishing a 

day’s work to the land of hades or worse: obscurity. The 

end of a fine effort according to my recollection… 

alas, a sunset of my conscious purpose.

As the sun god descends, I become more aware of the 

new heavy load in the backpack of my mind. The master 

of wisdom and thought has done his duty…bestowed 

upon me those unique teachings that all Buddhists must 

follow.

I chase that suffering into less than quiet slumber…

to the land of omniscience. The place where all answers 

begin. A butterfly net swings to and fro to collect what 

the all-father himself has set aloft…until the net holds 

the wispy wings of Understanding…and her secret is 

undone

The hard path grows strength of spirit, mind, body, and 

character. The tough road traveled well, endears 

observers en masse to the quality of the individual. The 

heavy of the past allows what's ahead to become 

light…in light…enlight.

The fading light of today promises the roaring 

excitement of tomorrow. New dreams await... New 

work to accomplish... New beauty to share… New love 

to hold…

In the shallow pool of my patience, I drown. However, 

through the mist caused by my flail and despair, I notice 

a truth. The closing of her eye was only the briefest of 

moments in her forever way. The quickest flutter of her 

lashes…an encouraging wink.



I stare at white walls
Stark white smooth-surfaced
No lines only creases where
They bend to connect to the next wall

Deserted by my binocular vision
I sense no distance
But closing all the same
Try as I will, I see nothing
No wondrous sunset or seascapes
No whispering leaves of deep wood forests
No grand architecture of a big city skyline
No lonely solemn creature riding winds of the north 
No thunderous beast shackled to someone else’s purpose
No blemish. No dust. Just white walls.

Imagination spent on youth, I paint with invisible ink
“The Nothing” I once heard it called
The Nothing has me cornered and captured
Nowhere to hide…too tired to fight
But, yet still, I paint… with a dried well of invisible ink
Forlorn, I paint on as if looking at it long enough will produce the picture I crave.

Even the craving eludes me.
Even satisfaction dodges my sad attempts at grasping.
“Where is my sense of wonder?”, I wonder.  Where has it all gone?

The walls have it. Those damn walls! 
Those stark white monoliths of torture...Inching closer…only white
My eyelids hold no release; only white
Like an airplane engulfed in a cumulous cloud bank, it too seemingly never to find its 
way out…



Tumbling. 
Uncontrolled tumbling.

Like a tight sweatered tike on a wet grassy hill 
or the giant browned out oak leaf wind-blown 

across a perfectly manicured lawn or the 
loosened pebble on the bottom of a fast-moving 

brook 
Tumbling I am. No sense of control. Subjugated 
to the whims of existence itself, I claim to own 

nothing.
The grass, the wind, the water all intangible.
Only in moments of HUBRIS like insanity do I 

dare question their motive. As if “I” was of any 
concern. And these moments are wrought by only 

vertigo…
…and the feeling of being dropped from the most 

elevated idea
A loss of the perfect: a displacement of the 

self… generating false constructs…also intangible 
and horrible to try to hold in one’s mind’s eye… 
like wet blades of grass…short gusts of wind…or 

quick currents of water.
But, inevitability sends me further along. And 

eventually, the grass dries. The wind calms. And 
the water flow slows. Just a bit…just enough 

for me to right myself…to find my elusive sanity.
Only then is my direction clear…my path laid 

bare. 
And I realize that I am not alone…



MONDAY MORNING

Eyes open mind troubled no dream worth recording

At this hour the outside matches my inside… darkness

Division and tribalism suspicion and skepticism wait in 
ambush for the day’s arrival

I just want to roll over and pout. But I can't take one 
more second of this yuck mouth

Damn! Shower pressure as weak as my motivation. 
Even the bar of soap, like my spirit, so thin, will snap 
soon.

Mindset on payday…and bills to pay…and labors of 
today…and the toll they will take

Because my pockets' surname is Pryor or Murphy. 
Their laughing "at" and laughing "with" are used 
interchangeably.

Even the burnt brick v-neck has its hole…and finds its 
mate in my heart sinking my soul. Damned moths!

But a whisper in my mind's ear like a jolt of joy it said 
to me: "the icebox holds the key." As I open the door, I 
exhale and release in relief…
…I have bacon


